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ID Issue Date OME Subject Description
ASI-033 Feb-2022 $0 POOL & FIELD HOUSE BANNER SYSTEM DETAILS Clarifications to banner support system.

PR-101 11/5/2021 $5,000 VIDEO PRODUCTION STUDIO REVISIONS Owner-initiated revisions to the Video Production studio:
- Add a multi-curtain track and include the fabric that the owner suggested.
- Remove green screen paint on the north wall.
- Change flush door to half-glass door in podcast rm. F162D.
- Add window between podcast and control room,

PR-105 11//5/2021 $30,000 FAUX COLUMN ENCLOSURE AT EXT. SMALL GYM RFI-1413 Upon demolition of existing building realized column does not go down to the
ground. Need to create faux column enclosure to resolve new and existing exterior
wall materials coming together.

CCD-314 11/5/2021 $4,000 MS MOBILE TRASH CABINETS REVISIONS This Directive revises the detailing of the mobile trash cabinets to provide more
strength and rigidity to the units.

CCD-332 11/12/2021 $0 REMOVAL OF SCISSOR LIFT AT LOADING DOCK Per Owner direction, removing exterior scissor lift at loading dock from base contract.
Credit is offset by purchase of new forklift.

CCD-334 11/19/2021 $2,500 ROOM NUMBER CHANGES Modify room numbers in (5) rooms in Phase 1 and (6) rooms in Phase 2 to facilitate
signage by having room prefix to be the same as adjacent rooms.

CCD-355 11/12/2021 $5,000 ORIENTATION OF ILLUMINATED EXIT SIGNAGE - PHASE 2 Some of the illuminated exit signs are oriented such that the sign is not legible from
the primary direction of egress. This is for Phase 2 only.

CCD-358 TBD TBD CAMPUS WAYFINDING SIGNAGE Placeholder to have PW design wayfinding signage for campus.

CCD-362 11/12/2021 $10,000 POOL EMERGENCEY LIGHTING & TEMP STAIR PULL STATIONS Runs normal circuitry in Pool to emergency panel. Adds manual pull stations at entry
to the temporary stair at Levels 2,3, and 4.

CCD-369 12/3/2022 $20,000 CONCORD & GODEN ROADWAY DRAINAGE Additional drainage and/or grading revisions to southeast corner of Concord &
Goden Sts. due to ponding in moderate to heavy rains.

CCD-372 11/5/2021 $15,000 ILLUMINATED EXIT SIGNS AT POOL LOCKERS & BLACK BOX CAT WALK Per building inspector walk through on 10/6/21, illuminated exit signage is required
for the pool locker room suite and black box catwalk, control room, and vestibule.

CCD-373 11/5/2021 $5,000 DOOR HARDWARE FOR MS STAFF TOILET ROOMS Door hardware changes for gender neutral toilet rooms in the middle school that will
be re-designated as staff only.

CCD-374 11/12/2021 $5,000 SG-4 GLASS INFILL AT HS ENTRY VESTIBULE Adding SG-4 glass panel to close off gap between glass partition and interior HM at
HS vestibule.
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CCD-378 11/5/2021 TBD FUME HOOD & AUD. SIGNAGE Adding signage to fume hoods notifying user to open prep. room door during fume
hood operation. Also adding signage to auditorium balcony boxes noting low
platform is not for occupancy.

CCD-379 11/5/2021 $3,000 PHASE 2 ADA DOOR RECESSES Adds an ADA compliant clear space in front of various doors in thick walls by cutting
the wall thickness per clear space requirements. Currently these doors are more than
6" removed from the required clear space.

CCD-380 11/12/2021 $10,000 MISC. ARCH. COORD. WITH MEP/FP Miscellaneous coordination with MEP/FP systems including partition thicknesses,
chase locations, etc.

CCD-381 11/3/2021 $10,000 AREA F MECHNIACL SHAFT TERMINATION Documenting rated termination of shaft at L2 ceiling, including dampers and
horizontal shaft enclosure construction.

CCD-382 11/12/2021 TBD RELOCATE FIELD HOUSE SCORE BOARD Relocating score board in field house from west to south wall.

CCD-384 11/19/2021 $7,500 ADD EXTERIOR LADDER TO ACCESS FIELD HOUSE ROOF Adding exterior ladder south of existing small gym to access Field House roof.

TOTAL $132,000
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